Welcome to Cirium
WHO WE ARE

We help control the uncontrollable to keep
the world in motion
We believe in using the intelligence we have at our fingertips and in the clouds, to
truly drive informed strategies that will fundamentally improve the way we all travel.
If we partner together we can achieve great things:
- Connecting businesses and collectively putting the traveler as our North Star
- Discovering areas of the travel system, which when improved, will significantly
shift the dial

CIRIUM’S PORTFOLIO COMPRISES:
Cirium Solutions - actionable insights, analytical tools and premium market insights enabling customers who
have a focus in elevating air operations, managing financial investments, developing commercial strategy and
improving traveler experience.
Cirium Pro Services - (Ascend by Cirium) services for aircraft valuations, market commentaries, ratings,
forecasts and advisory to banks, aircraft lessors, airlines, non-banking financial institutions and insurance firms;
as well as offering custom aviation data services. Ascend by Cirium was awarded “Appraiser of Year” for the
seventh time in 2019.
FlightGlobal - respected publications, including flightglobal.com, Flight International and Airline Business and
a leading calendar of industry conferences and events.

Our solutions focus on four key areas to provide business success
IMPROVE TRAVELER EXPERIENCE

MANAGE FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS

Cirium's suite of data and predictive analytics

Effective management of aircraft and aviation

helps you minimize disruption, improve

assets for aircraft financing and leasing, aviation

customer satisfaction and increase your profit

investments and insurance.

margins.

DEVELOP COMMERCIAL STRATEGY

ELEVATE AIR OPERATIONS

Planning, developing and pricing air travel

Efficiency and accuracy comes first. Cirium's

products in the air transport industry and

bespoke solutions help drive effective use of

related areas, is made easy with Cirium.
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Fusing data sets and providing
advanced analytics
70 million passenger journeys processed each year
to alert corporate travel companies, travel agencies
and airlines, so that travellers stay up-to-date with
flight status and airlines minimize disruption.
Over US$300billion worth of airline tickets are
analysed for market insights.
Over 3.3 million flights are tracked per month
covering over 97% of scheduled flights worldwide
and more than 80% of tracked flights, matched to
aircraft registration numbers so engine efficiency
can be optimized per hour.
US$5.3 trillion worth of aircraft assets are valued by
Cirium each year, as part of strategy and pricing
partnerships with the world’s top 50 lessors and tier
one investment banks.

What are the key benefits?
A unique portfolio of products - driven by acquisitions
of Diio, FlightStats, Ascend and Innovata
Bona fide, passionate experts and a company with over
100 years of aviation and first-to-market technology
know-how
Over 400 technologists, data scientists, analysts and
market experts, with deep travel and aviation
dedication
Solutions built on a wealth of data sources and housed
in a Cirium data lake, which is, uncompromisingly
researched and supplemented by contributory data
through trusted partnerships
A blend of powerful data, analytics and market insight
incomparable in the market

About Cirium
Cirium brings together powerful data and analytics to keep the
world in motion. Delivering insight, built from decades of
experience in the sector, enabling travel companies, aircraft
manufacturers, airports, airlines and financial institutions, among
others, to make logical and informed decisions which shape the
future of travel, growing revenues and enhancing customer
experiences. Cirium is part of RELX PLC, a global provider of
information-based analytics and decision tools for professional
and business customers. Find out more at cirium.com.
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A smarter way

